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The video quality is also a bit grainy, and there is no dubbed English, which is perhaps a good thing. Very funny soundtrack: helicopters chirping and horses stomping, screaming, shots, shots - all this creates the full effect of as if you are looking at real combat operations in a modern war. But nevertheless we will pass from opinions to concrete questions. A review from and
Dashkevich indicates that there will be a lot of nice stuff in the 5.7 update. Many additions do improve the game (such as sniper armor, which improves the balance of the enemy and makes melee shooting closer), but most of them are made in such a way that they are difficult to classify as vital improvements. The top of the shotgun upgrades won't have anything that's important
for long-range shooting. The idea of â€‹â€‹using shotguns at long range is definitely a great thing. But how will you beat the enemy if he flies at your head level and cannot miss from half a meter? This essentially solves the problem with a few new opinions that don't change the game for the better. Shots at supersonic speeds are also important. But this problem, as before, will

not be new, but only slightly improved. I'm not an expert on games like Battlefield, but I don't think this problem exists because even the weakest games have moderate to strong improvements that change the game for better or worse. But these improvements are not so fundamental that they can make the game better. In addition, experts in this matter will say that the adaptation
of weapons cannot be combated with updates - this is the right of the developers. In any case, the 5.1 update is a great big step forward as we all thought, but probably not the only one: 1) The shot does not fly in a straight line - it flies in a zigzag or spins in a top. (I already talked about this in the first part of the review) 2) Shooting is carried out not to kill, but in the "auto-sniper

mode". This means that it is possible (it is possible, but not necessary) to use weapons that are not required for successful combat in auto-standard-equipment mode. (For example, automatic rifle, sniper rifles, grenade launchers, etc.) 3) Changed the way fire is controlled. Previously, you were forced to constantly switch from the same machine
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